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S tudies have shown an association between better patient 

experience and improved clinical outcomes of hospital 

readmissions, complications, and mortality.1,2 Perceptions 

regarding waiting time, information delivery, and expressive quality 

predict overall patient satisfaction, but actual waiting times do 

not. Providing information, projecting expressive quality, and 

managing waiting time perceptions and expectations may be a 

more effective strategy to achieve improved patient satisfaction.3 

The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally changed outpatient 

clinics’ workflow. We applied Lean Six Sigma methodology to 

optimize our clinic’s workflow.

In this pilot project in an adult outpatient, internal medicine 

clinic, we sought to enhance patient engagement using the prin-

ciples of (1) pushing most extended wait times to the end of the 

workflow by rooming the patient first and (2) using distractions 

during the waiting process with educational videos and a timer 

for physician arrival in the patient room (Figure). The data for 

the preimplementation period were collected from September 1, 

2019, to November 30, 2019, and the postimplementation period 

was from September 1, 2020, to November 30, 2020. We measured 

the overall visit times, wait before rooming of patients, rooming 

time, time spent waiting for physician, and the physician’s time 

with the patient. To determine the effect on patient experience, we 

measured specific subcomponents of Press Ganey scores. All data 

are provided as mean (SD). All statistical analyses were performed 

on the commercially available SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM).

We observed significant reductions in the overall throughput 

time (38 [9] to 35 [4] minutes) and wait time before being roomed 

(11 [4] to 8 [2] minutes), and a significant increase in the time 

spent by the physician with the patient (15 [3] to 17 [2] minutes) 

when comparing the preimplementation phase (n = 277) with the 

postimplementation phase (n = 218) (P < .0001 for all). There were 

no significant differences in the time to room the patients after 

arrival at the clinic and the patient wait time after being roomed 

to the physician’s arrival in the patient room (P > .05 for both). 

These changes were reflected in significant improvement in the 

subcomponents of Press Ganey scores (preimplementation vs post 
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES: The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally 
changed the workflow of clinics. We applied Lean Six Sigma 
processes to optimize clinic workflow to reduce patient wait 
times and improve the patient experience.

STUDY DESIGN: Prospective cohort study.

METHODS: We implemented (1) pushing most extended 
wait times to the end of the workflow by rooming the 
patient directly and (2) using distractions during the 
waiting process by using educational videos and a timer for 
physician arrival in the patient exam room. We compared 
the patient wait times and subcomponents of Press Ganey 
scores as a surrogate for changes in patient experience and 
satisfaction from the preimplementation period (n = 277) to 
the 3-month (September 1, 2020, to November 30, 2020) 
postimplementation period (n = 218).

RESULTS: There was a significant reduction in overall 
throughput time (38 vs 35 minutes) and wait before rooming 
(11 vs 8 minutes), and increased physician time with 
patients (15 vs 17 minutes) (P < .0001 for all). These results 
corresponded with a significant improvement in Press Ganey 
subcomponents of (1) waiting time in the exam room before 
being seen by the care provider, (2) degree to which you 
were informed about any delays, (3) wait time at clinic (from 
arriving to leaving), and (4) length of wait before going to an 
exam room (P < .001 for all).

CONCLUSIONS: Simple, inexpensive measures can improve 
patient engagement and provide a safe setting for patients 
for clinic visits in the wake of COVID-19. In the future, clinics’ 
common wait areas could be reappropriated to increase the 
number of clinic exam rooms.
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implementation): (1) waiting time in exam room before being seen 

by the care provider (90.9% [9.4%] vs 94.8% [3.1%]), (2) degree to 

which you were informed about any delays (87.5% [9.4%] vs 92.0% 

[6.3%]), (3) wait time at clinic (from arriving to leaving) (90.4% 

[10.9%] vs 93.5% [5.2%]), and (4) length of wait before going to an 

exam room (90.3% [8.3%] vs 93.3% [6.3%]) (P < .0001 for all).

Our study resulted in an improved throughput of the outpatient 

clinic, increased physician time with the patient, and an associated 

improvement in patient experience. These findings are consistent 

with those of prior studies, which have shown that patient satisfaction 

levels are higher when patients receive information on expected 

waiting time.4 In the era of COVID-19, the implemented changes 

optimized the clinic workflow and provided a safe harbor for patients 

during their clinic visits with reduced risk of COVID-19 exposure 

in the common waiting area. In conclusion, simple, inexpensive 

measures implemented in our clinic led to 

improved patient engagement and experience. 

In the future, clinics’ common wait areas could 

be reappropriated to increase the number of 

clinic exam rooms. n
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TAKEAWAY POINTS

 › The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally changed the workflow of clinics.

 › We implemented (1) pushing longest wait times to the end of the workflow by rooming the 
patient directly and (2) using distractions during the waiting process by using educational 
videos and a timer for physician arrival in the patient exam room.

 › There was a significant reduction in overall throughput time, wait before rooming, and increased 
physician time with patients (P < .0001 for all). These results corresponded with a significant 
improvement in Press Ganey subcomponents of (1) waiting time in exam room before being 
seen by the care provider, (2) degree to which you were informed about any delays, (3) wait 
time at clinic (from arriving to leaving), and (4) length of wait before going to an exam room 
(P < .001 for all).

FIGURE. Clinic Workflow and Workflow Alterations Marked in Red
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